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Goal: Boost your ability to generate hypotheses and experiment ideas

Become a Well-read Monster

Bridge Different Disciplines Together

Creatively Select and Prune Proposals

Learn from the Best



Theory: “Colliding ideas together from many sources is a helpful 
tool for hypothesis and experimental generation”

Topics like scientific literacy, the scientific method, and statistical 
analysis, are staples of scientific education

However, little attention is given to the process of hypothesis or 
experiment generation

The goal of this presentation is to remedy that shortfall

Fast and loose territory, so take everything with grain of salt

Go for it!



You can’t aim at something, let along hit it, if you don’t know the 
target even exists

Aim to read important scientific papers far and wide

Follow interesting leads, even if they don’t match needs right 
away (surprising what may come of it)



Some Ideas:

List of important journals

Depends on field

Curate by hand

Can also use Scimago

Science aggregation sites

Science Daily

EurekAlert!

Advanced Sciene News



Some Ideas:

List of important journals

Depends on field

Curate by hand

Can also use Scimago

Science aggregation sites

Science Daily

EurekAlert!

Advanced Sciene News

Journal-of-the-Day

Python code [1]

https://github.com/MWilliamson1247/RandomScientificPaper


An intractable problem in one field may be a solved afterthought in another

Think about how to combine different fields of study or research topic

Different types of experts have different ways of approaching problems

Examples of surprising synergies:

Henry Ford and meat packing plants

Origami and protein folding [2]

Geese flights and antigen formation



Some Ideas:

Pick two ideas and browse review 
articles until you find a link between 
the two

Pick two jobs from different fields 
and look at some job postings; find a 
link

Scientific Subfield Collider

Python code [3]

https://github.com/MWilliamson1247/ScientificSubfieldCollider


Generate lots of ideas and let the best ones live

Good hypotheses or experiment ideas don’t come out of 
nowhere; they often require lots of subpar ideas along the way

Brainstorming gets around your internal critic

Research shows persistence in creativity results in better ideas 
the further you go [4]

Big 5 Research 
Topic Ideas

Statistical 
Design in 

Epidemiology

Radon 
Chamber 

Experiments

Epidemiological 
-Omics

Epidemiological 
Taxonomy

Technological 
Applications in 
Epidemiology
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Standard Brainstorming session

Mind mapping

Freewriting 

Bullet points

Etc. [5, 6]
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Some Ideas:

Standard Brainstorming session

Mind mapping

Freewriting 

Bullet points

Etc. [5, 6]

Idea Mutation

More examples [7]

Idea Bracket

More examples [8]



Stand on the shoulders of giants with eyes wide open

Seek out mentors (physical/virtual, contemporary/historical) 
that exemplify hypothesis generation

Read their work, check their results, even reach out to ask 
questions and thank them

Wisdom early is wisdom indeed…
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Nobel Prize winners

High impact journal authors

Web of Science [9]
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Some Ideas:

Nobel Prize winners

High impact journal authors

Web of Science [9]

Patent Holders [10-12]

Local Grant Holders [13]



Theory: “Colliding ideas together from many sources is a helpful 
tool for hypothesis and experimental generation”

Read your way to a mental storehouse of successful experiments

Attack problems from multiple angles with different disciplines

Create lots of ideas, then let the best survive and thrive

Learn from the best to profit from deposited wisdom



[1] https://github.com/MWilliamson1247/RandomScientificPaper

[2] https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9138822/

[3] https://github.com/MWilliamson1247/ScientificSubfieldCollider

[4] https://www.amazon.com/Mental-Game-Writing-Obstacles-Productive-ebook/dp/B01IW6T1UI

[5] https://www.lucidchart.com/blog/effective-brainstorming-techniques

[6] https://miro.com/guides/online-brainstorming/techniques-methods

[7] https://williamsoncreativeuniverse.blogspot.com/2022/11/creative-tool-idea-mutation.html

[8] https://williamsoncreativeuniverse.blogspot.com/2022/10/creative-tool-idea-bracket.html

[9] https://recognition.webofscience.com/awards/highly-cited/2021/

[10] https://www.uspto.gov/learning-and-resources/official-gazette/official-gazette-patents

[11] https://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classification/cpc/html/cpc.html

[12] https://patentsgazette.uspto.gov/week02/OG/classification/cpcClassGroup_G08.html

[13] https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/advancedSearch.jsp
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